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Dear friend

At the last Holyrood elections, you put your trust in me
to lead our regional list of candidates in Lothian and I
led that campaign to our most successful result in a
decade: winning back Edinburgh Western for the
Liberal Democrats, from the SNP. We surprised
everyone.

For the past 4 years it has been the privilege of my life
to be the sole voice of Liberalism in our region in the
Scottish Parliament. I’m asking you to trust me again
and allow me to continue the work I’ve started by giving
me your first preference vote in this selection.

The surge in the support for the SNP threatens both our
party’s survival and healthy democracy in Scotland.
But I know how to beat them.

As well as winning Edinburgh Western in 2016 I’ve
also led the last 3 national election campaigns securing
us three new MPs and an MEP.

You trusted me to lead our list
last time.

I’m asking you to trust me again.
again.
Best wishes and keep well.

Alex

Re-select Alex:
Lothian’s Liberal
voice in Holyrood

IN THE SCOTTISH PARLIAMENT:

• Successfully led opposition to an
attempt by the SNP to scrap Jury
trials in Scotland

• Saved HIV Scotland from collapse
by having Government reinstate
its budget of £150,000 PA

• Amended the planning Act to give
communities more teeth to fight
developers

• Forced Government to introduce a
national Falls Strategy.

• Led a campaign to allow
Edinburgh Zoo to reopen 6 weeks
earlier after lockdown, securing its
future.

“Fortunes have been boosted by having some
talented MSPs come into the ranks, like Alex
Cole-Hamilton for the Lib Dems”

David Clegg - Daily Record

WINNER: ONE TO WATCH
Scottish Politician of the year 2016

WINNER: PUBLIC CAMPAIGNER OF
THE YEAR
Scottish Politician of the year 2014

WINNER: CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR
Scottish charity awards 2014Published and promoted by Alex Cole-Hamilton

at 1 March Grove EdinburghEH4 3TE

CAREER HIGHLIGHTS

Convener- Scottish Alliance
for Children’s Rights
(2years)

Head of policy for a national
children’s charity (13 years)

Lib Dem organiser and
Comms officer (4 years)

“Cole-Hamilton
spoke with passion
and vigour,
palpably impressing
the chamber.”
Brian Taylor, BBC

IN THE PARTY

Liberal Democrat MSP
Edinbugh Western ‘16-Present

3 time National Campaign
Director: ‘17- Present

5 time Parliamentary candidate

Campaign manager ‘01-’10

“Cole-Hamilton spoke in
an immediate,
connecting way.”
Quentin Letts - Daily Mail

www.alexcolehamilton.org.uk
alexcolehamilton@gmail.com
@agcolehamilton

“Alex is a
leading
politician”
Edinburgh
Evening
News


